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a b s t r a c t 

Existing data management protocols for socially-aware networks assume that users are cooperative when 

participating in operations such as data forwarding. However, selfishness as a non-cooperative act of mis- 

behavior can seriously degrade network performance and fairness, particularly in Ad-hoc Social Networks 

(ASNETs). Therefore, detecting and counteracting selfishness on performance of cooperative users are cru- 

cial to the success of ASNETs. In this paper, we propose BoDMaS, a biologically inspired method, to de- 

tect and mitigate the impact of node selfishness on data management performance and efficiency of AS- 

NETs. In design of BoDMaS, we consider social willingness (which depends on depth of social relationship 

among users) as a social behavior and bacteria chemical products as a counter to achieve optimal ASNETs 

performance. Counter is a parameter attached to individual user counting successful data operations per- 

formed in relation with others. Using social willingness and counter, BoDMaS assesses and classifies users, 

and counteracts their selfishness. BoDMaS is evaluated from different aspects demonstrating its ability to 

accurately detect and counteract selfishness in replication operations for ASNET environments. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Emerging socially-aware networks that leverage social behav-

ors of participating nodes to improve networking throughput

s gradually dominating wireless communication towards replac-

ng traditional wireless networks [1–3] . Among various socially-

ware networks, Ad-hoc Social Networks (ASNETs) [3] are gain-

ng momentous ground due to their unique characteristics, par-

icularly low resource consumption cost, mobility support, and

nfrastructure-less settings. Such features are often observed in bi-

logical processes that inspire inventing and designing novel coop-

rative architectural concepts [5] . ASNETs are proliferating as the

ommon communication platform in broadly important areas such

s pervasive conference/meetings and health-care, remote environ-

ental monitoring and public safety, and ubiquitous urban data

cquisition and national defense. 

In socially-aware networking environments, users generate

arge amounts of data by exploiting capability-rich mobile devices,
∗ Corresponding author. Fax: + 86 41162274455. 
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nd are often willing to share data with users who have social re-

ationships, social ties or greater similar interests with themselves.

owever, successful adoption of ASNET services (e.g., data dissem-

nation and replication [4,6] ), is inhibited in the absence of moti-

ation/incentive for participating users who collaborate and share

heir resources. Cooperation among users is crucial to the survival

f the network, as it forms the basis for key network services. If

sers (selfish users) refuse to collaborate in delivering the network

ervices, end-to-end connection may not be possible leading to

etwork performance degradation. Existing solutions assume that

sers are willing to collaborate with others [7] . However, users in

ractice are selfish with varied degrees of selfishness (from non-

elfish to fully-selfish) depending on the strength of their social-tie

ith the underlying network, especially when there is no cooper-

ting motivation/incentive [8] . Selfish users are unwilling to spend

heir precious resources for operations that do not directly bene-

t them [9] . For example, they may be willing to collaborate with

ocially-tied users (e.g., friends, coworkers, room-mates), but not

thers. Fig. 1 shows an example of a selfish user who inhibits ef-

cient data forwarding in an exemplary scenario. The sender user

 has two route choices ( S → A → B → R and S → A → C → D → R ) to

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.adhoc.2016.09.013
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/adhoc
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.adhoc.2016.09.013&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. An example demonstrating user selfishness in forwarding data from source 

to destination. 
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forward data to the user R at the receiver side; one is 3-hops and

another is 4-hops far from receiver. Though efficient networking

demands data transmission through lower hop route (3-hop in this

example), the selfish user B located in middle of 3-hop route in-

hibiting data transmission via this route. Hence, transmission must

be carried out via longer route over 4 hops leading to higher com-

munication overhead [10] . Therefore, it is essential to detect selfish

users and isolate them to limit their negative behavioral impact on

the network performance. 

Although a variety of solutions aim to address the problem of

detecting and isolating misbehaving users in wireless networks

[11] , most existing works have focused on addressing selfish-

ness by employing approaches such as reputation and incentive

based [12] , trust-based [13] , ACK-based [14] , game theory [15] or

quorum-based [16] mechanisms to incentivize and motivate users

to collaborate in services for others. In spite of significant findings

in the detection and isolation of users’ selfishness, there are still

numerous issues that limit their applicability [17,18] . Firstly, social

behaviors of participating nodes are neglected in the design and

development of existing algorithms and hence makes them ineffi-

cient to be directly applied to ASNETs to deal with selfishness. Sec-

ondly, a huge overhead is induced from sharing reputation infor-

mation amongst the users, additional ACK packets dissemination,

and decision ambiguity that arises if the requested user refuses to

return an acknowledgment. Thirdly, cooperative users might be in-

directly punished due to their location in the network. Fourthly,

network might be flooded by when a user sends the same data

several times to the same receiver. Lastly, existing bio-inspired so-

lutions (such as [16] ) in this field consider only quorum systems

but not social properties such as social ties. 

ASNETs lack a centralized controlling and monitoring terminal,

thus, making it a challenging task to effectively detect and isolate

such misbehaving nodes from the network. Selfishness is a non-

cooperative act of misbehavior, which is notably different from ma-

licious behavior. It is noteworthy that our focus in this paper is

only on selfishness and thus we ignore malicious behaviors (more

detailed explanation in Section 3 ). To overcome the above limi-

tations of existing algorithms, we design a bio-inspired algorithm

named BoDMaS aiming to detect and counteract selfishness in AS-

NETs where high cooperation is highly desirable. We develop our

solution taking inspiration from a biological mechanism resident

in bacteria (quorum sensing) and social community systems. Our

initial results are extremely encouraging, indicating that the choice

of social behavior is critical and that novel techniques can be suc-

cessfully imported from biologically inspired models. 

In this paper, we are mainly focusing on user’s behavior with

respect to data replication operations (i.e., query/update) at the

top of the data management model. Under this focus, each node

can be classified as either cooperative (well-behaving) or selfish

(misbehaving). This model may also apply to malicious nodes in-

directly to some extent when it comes to timeout manipulations.

However, malicious behavior is not to be under-estimated and shall
ndoubtedly be considered in our future work. Other classes of re-

iability model (trust and adversary) are also outside the scope of

his paper. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2

hows a brief review on the related work. Section 3 presents an

verview of the system model and assumptions. Section 4 provides

he detailed design architecture and briefly describes the functions

f each BoDMaS component. Section 5 demonstrates the effective-

ess of our proposed system and discusses the results. The last

ection formalizes the conclusion from the work conducted. 

. Related work 

ASNET’s communication entirely depends on the cooperation of

articipating users for its successful operation. In the absence of

xed infrastructures in ad-hoc networks, users are necessarily re-

ying on each other to maintain stability. There are two types of

d-hoc networks, namely single-hop and multi-hop [14] . In single-

op networks, receiver is located in sender’s direct neighborhood

nd can be communicated directly since they are located in their

adio range. However, in multi-hop networks, receiver is not in the

ender’s direct neighborhood, and successful communication be-

ween these two nodes requires packets to travel through more

han one hop before reaching the receiver. Therefore, cooperation

f intermediate users in multi-hop networks is essential for ef-

ective operation. To gain an insight into the problem and real-

ze such a vital need, several studies have been undertaken, par-

icularly on wireless users’ behavioral characteristics that impact

n their cooperation in communication networks. Misbehavior has

een widely studied in wireless networks [11,19] , mobile ad-hoc

etworks [20,21] , peer-to-peer networks [22] , vehicular networks

23] , delay tolerant networks [24,25] and other forms of networks

26–29] . The existing solutions are built based on reputation, in-

entive, ACK and game theory with dominant idea to motivate

sers to cooperate with others in the network. 

Gera et al. [20] proposed an opinion-based cooperative trust

odel in the presence of malicious nodes. With respect to the be-

avior observed, each node determines the trustworthiness of the

ther nodes. Their trust model exploits information sharing among

odes to accelerate the convergence of trust establishment proce-

ures, and is further robust against the propagation of false trust

nformation by malicious nodes. However, continuous information

haring overhead is degrading native resources of wireless nodes in

he network. The authors in [22] focused on the problem of main-

aining significant levels of cooperation in peer-to-peer networks.

heir algorithm is adapted from novel “tag” models of coopera-

ion that do not rely on explicit reciprocity, reputation or trust

pproaches. Another line of work by Li and Cao [25] uses con-

act records based on which the next contacted node can detect

f the node has dropped any packet in order to develop a dis-

ributed scheme to detect selfishness in DTNs. The same authors

f [25] have published a scheme named SSAR (Social Selfishness

ware Routing) [8] , which considers both users’ willingness to for-

ard and their contact opportunity to select a forwarding node,

esulting in a better forwarding strategy than those based solely

n contact. However, in none of these works, focus is given to the

elfish attitude of nodes and researchers are trying to motivate co-

peration among nodes. 

McCoy et al. [19] presented MIND, a reputation-based authenti-

ation protocol for identifying and handling misbehaving and ma-

icious users in the neighborhood. In this protocol, each user con-

ucts a continuous follow-up over its neighbor user’s forward-

ng behavior by comparing the incoming and outgoing data of its

eighbor. However, this can cause a higher detection rate for false

ositives. Furthermore, when a user queries its neighbors and if

he reply is invalid or fails to reply, the user decides that a neigh-
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Fig. 2. Simplified ASNET system model. 
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or has failed without giving any reason for the failure. In addition

o the reputation-based mechanisms, there are some proposals on

nforcing collaboration for wireless ad-hoc networks (i.e., [21] ), ad-

ressing the problem of resilience in the network with the pres-

nce of misbehaving users (i.e., [26] ) and blacklisting misbehaving

sers while maintaining the privacy in the network (i.e., [27] ). 

LeBlanc et al. [26] showed that users’ connection or neighbor-

ood is no longer adequate for the assurance of resilient consensus

hen the users use their own inbuilt nature that only require each

ser to know its own neighborhood. However, the results in their

roposal apply to directed graphs and consider undirected graphs

s an exceptional case. In addition to that, they categorize misbe-

aving users as a restricted type of Byzantine user in which ev-

ry user is required to send similar message to all of its neigh-

ors which causes the users to consume high energy. On the other

and, Nymble [27] has been proposed with the aim of permitting

nonymous blacklisting of misbehaving users. This proposal tries

o reinvent the common practice of address banning, without ac-

ually telling a user’s address. However, this protocol exposed to

ome sensitive security and trust issues reducing from the usage

f trusted third parties that can simply work together to disrupt a

ser’s secrecy. 

From Komali et al.’s [28] and Pelechrinis et al.’s [29] per-

pective, it is difficult to justify the cooperative theory because

odes are either competing for network resources or conserving

heir own limited resources. Therefore, they proposed an algorithm

alled DIA ( δ-improvement algorithm) in which each node makes

ome decrements in its power level if the change improves its op-

ration. Their performance evaluation shows that there might be a

undamental conflict between an efficient and fair allocation. It has

een shown that it is important to integrate load balancing and

airness preserving mechanisms into misbehavior detection [30] , so

s to e.g. predict how much resource the user is willing to offer to

trangers. However, these algorithms are unable to fulfill unique

equirements of ASNETs. 

Data management, particularly data availability is one of the

ost crucial tasks in ASNET environments. Replication is one of the

rominent techniques for ensuring the accessibility of data among

artitioned communities. Data replication is a technique of cre-

ting and managing replica. Replica is a data item that is stored

edundantly at multiple communities. Researchers in [6] proposed

omPAS which detailed the means of allocating replicas in differ-

nt communities in order to increase data availability. However,

ne of the assumptions in designing the system model is that all

he participating users are cooperative in every aspect, such as

orwarding read queries and update operations which is not the

eality in ASNETs. In order to address challenges emerging from

isbehaving users in replication operations for MANETs, Mannes

t al. [16] proposed QS 2 by incorporating bio-inspired mechanisms

nto quorum systems. Quorum systems are powerful mathemat-

cal tools to reason about distributed implementations of shared

bjects including read/write operations [31] . In particular, quorum

ystems have been used for reasoning in implementations that tol-

rate misbehavior and are optimally resilient to process failures.

ore sophisticated forms of quorum systems have been introduced

o cope with different failures and these require larger intersec-

ions among quorums, eventually leading to an increased overhead.

Drawing from the analogy with existing quorum systems as

ommunities, we believe that applying biologically inspired mech-

nisms [32,33] in this regard will help to reduce the limitations

f existing algorithms. This has also been proved in our previous

ork [34] related to data forwarding for socially-aware networks.

o the best of our knowledge, BoDMaS is the first work to con-

ider social willingness in designing a bio-inspired algorithm to de-

ect and neutralize the impacts of selfish users within dynamically

hanging network conditions of ASNETs. 
. ASNET system model 

In this section, we first present the overall model of a simplified

SNET system illustrated in Fig. 2 and explain interlayer interac-

ions and functionality of its major components. Subsequently, we

iscuss matching analogy between bacteria operation and ASNET

unctionality. Network model (including social graph and user mo-

ility components), data management model (consisting of replica-

ion and load balancing components), and reliability model (com-

rising attack, trust, and adversary components) are described. The

uccessful operation of ASNET entirely depends on the cooperation

mong sub-models and components. 

.1. Sub-system models 

In this section, we briefly describe sub-system models of a sim-

lified ASNET illustrated in Fig. 2 , which can support the require-

ents for designing protocols/algorithms of ad-hoc social applica-

ions in upper layer. 

(1) Network model : Network in ASNET is modeled using social

raph and user mobility. Social networks exhibit the small world

henomenon that node encounters are sufficient to build a con-

ected relationship graph [1,4] . Social graph is an abstract graph

here vertices represent individual people and edges describe so-

ial ties between individuals. Through the use of a social graph,

 variety of social metrics (e.g., social relationship, communality,

entrality, and similarity) can be easily calculated. Therefore, it is

rucial to obtain social graphs for social-based data management

esign approaches like ASNETs [6] . 

We model the social community network as a bidirectional,

eighted communication that is symmetrical at every link be-

ween users. It means that if a user Y is able to receive a message

rom user X at time t , then user X can also receive a message from

ser Y at time t . As in other studies [8,9] , this assumption is often

alid using selected wireless MAC layer protocols (i.e., IEEE 802.11)

hat require bidirectional communication for reliable transmission.

he network is composed of a vertex set G of all n users/nodes

dentified by { d 0 , d 1 …d n -1 , d n }, and a set of edges, E , to be the so-

ial links between users. Every user d i ∈ G has a unique address

r identification and the same processor and energy capacity. The

eight of edge XY is X ’s willingness to forward query/update pack-

ts for Y . The weight of edge XY and that of YX may be different.

n ASNETs, users have limited bandwidth and computational capa-

ility. Furthermore, users in multi-hop mode are assumed to rely
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Fig. 3. Illustration of user mobility within an ASNET of 32 users. There are four 

communities (denoted using the gray dotted lines) and 32 mobile users (denoted 

using circles), where some users are selfish (represented by the red dashed circles) 

and some are roaming outside a community (moving directions are represented us- 

ing arrows). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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on intermediate users to route packets since they may not reach

directly due to their coverage area [35] . 

User mobility is another component in modeling ASNET net-

works. Users move according to the group movement pattern in

a surrounded area. Community partitions in the network can oc-

cur when the network between the communities fail simultane-

ously due to movement of users or scarce resources. Group mobil-

ity refers to the scenario where several mobile users tend to move

together. The system tries to solve the problem of selfishness in

replication operations by exploring group mobility. The underlying

group mobility model is assumed to be Reference Point Group Mo-

bility Model (RPGM) as used in our previous work [6] . In our sys-

tem, each mobile user first exchanges its motion behavior with its

neighbor based on the social relationship in the community. Mo-

bile users may collaborate and, hence, move as a group instead of

independently. RPGM is a better choice to model this kind of team

collaboration behavior. As shown in Fig. 3 , all users are divided into

several mobility groups and all mobile users within the same mo-

bility group are of similar moving behavior [36] . 

(2) Data management model : In ASNETs, replication helps to

avoid data losses in case of an unpredictable group mobility that

causes community partition and also aids in reducing the number

of hops when data is transmitted. By replicating, data availability

can be improved, because there are multiple replicas in the net-

work and the probability of finding one copy of the data is high

[37] . We employ ComPAS [6] as the data management/replication
echnique. ComPAS is chosen due to its significant improvement

n ASNETs performance since it exploits social relationships while

eplicating in the community to achieve optimal efficiency and

onsistency. Further, it can also reduce the query delay, since users

an get the data replicas from some nearby communities. Users

n this context are capable of performing two types of operations:

uery and update . 

ComPAS is a system based on partitioning of social community

ombined with social relationship and a user-level replication so

hat data availability for all users is guaranteed. The system gives

 fixed number of replicas required for each user that results in

n efficient replication solution. ComPAS’s features a primitive that

he most desirable location to replicate a user i is the primary stor-

ge place of most of its neighbors, because most neighbors will

enefit from this replica when they issue a read query. Further-

ore, it aims to find an efficient and consistent way to store X

eplicas for each user’s data in the storage space at Y communities

 X < Y ) and it chooses the value of X depending on the replica-

ion budget of the system and its desired availability. For detailed

llustration of ComPAS’s operation, interested readers can refer to

6] . 

Load balancing in this model is designed to offload excess load

rom one user to the others to enable fair and balanced load in

he entire community. The significance of load balancing in BoD-

aS is that it decreases computing latency caused by an over-

oaded node in the community. In the absence of load balancing,

f a user receives significantly larger number of tasks compared to

ther nodes, its computing time imposes a noticeable delay on the

verall cooperative task. The result of such delay promotes selfish-

ess in the network since cooperative execution of tasks in such

cenarios takes longer time. 

(3) Reliability model : Reliability in ASNET can be verified from a

ifferent perspective. In our proposed model, we consider reliabil-

ty from three perspectives of defining three components of attack,

rust, and adversary. As mentioned in the previous sections, among

he components our focus is only on the attack component ( selfish-

ess ). Selfish users work in the network for their own benefit. They

imply do not cooperate with other users in data transmission pro-

ess to conserve their own energy, or give priority to their own in-

erest. These selfish users disturb the performance of ASNET to a

reat extent. Trust is a critical determinant of sharing information

nd developing new relationships in a network [38] . Although trust

s not our target and it is not essential to our proposed scheme,

e assume the source of data is anonymous to intermediate users.

ther technical aspects related to trust such as authentication is

ut of the scope of this paper. Malicious attacks (i.e., modifying or

njecting malicious data in the replication system) and free-riding

ehaviors are grouped in adversary component , which are out of

he scope of this work. We use different color and border for at-

ack box in Fig. 2 to highlight the focus of presented BoDMaS in

his article. 

.2. ASNET and bacteria analogy matching 

In biological systems, two main entities can be observed [39] ,

amely (1) the organism that collaborates in the biological process

e.g., virus, ants, bees, fish, and bacteria) and (2) the environment

i.e., communities in ASNET). Among these, bacteria have complex

ocial properties resulted from their communication abilities that

overn their colony. These social behaviors enable the bacteria to

volve through various fluctuating environmental situations by uti-

izing cooperative and non-cooperative behaviors [40] . They use

uorum sensing to coordinate actions that cannot be carried out by

 single bacterium. As individual and limited functionalities, their

djustment to the environment is very limited and therefore they

ely on mobility. Quorum sensing can be defined as a decentralized
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Fig. 5. Functional interactions among BoDMaS components. 

c  

d  

n  

t

oordination process which allows bacteria to estimate the den-

ity of their population and regulate their behavior accordingly by

ocusing on production and detection of chemical products called

cyl-Homoserine Lactone Autoinducers (AHL- A i ). Each bacterium is

imilar to a mobile node that extracts information from the envi-

onment, interprets the information, develops common knowledge

nd learns from past experiences [41] . Our proposed algorithm,

onsiders social willingness as a social behavior and the character-

stics observed in bacteria as a biological mechanism. AHL- A i (here-

fter A i for the sake of simplicity and brevity) acts as a signaling

hemical gradient to detect and determine the amount of bacteria

n the environment, allowing them to develop a collaborative be-

avior for the whole group that depends on the amount of bacteria

ngaged. The social behavior existence in both the community and

acteria makes a dynamic and autonomous solution, inspiring the

roposed algorithm. 

. BoDMaS: detailed architectural design 

Throughput this section, we present the overall architecture of

ur BoDMaS proposal and describe how BoDMaS fits into the typ-

cal ASNET system. We also describe functional interaction among

oDMaS components and provide algorithm pseudo code. We also

iscuss our model verification approach. 

.1. BoDMaS architecture 

BoDMaS aims to detect user’s selfishness and counteract it to

aintain the reliability of replicated data. Using three major com-

onents of behavior assessment, user classification, and user se-

ection & reaction, our proposal detects selfish users and takes ac-

ions against the involvement of selfish users in replication opera-

ions (i.e., query and update). The behavior assessment is executed

y comparing social willingness level and observation of A i rep-

esented by the amount of replica updates, queries, and forwards

ssued by users. Fig. 4 presents an illustrative view of our pro-

osal consisting three basic components, namely: behavior assess-

ent , user classification and user selection & reaction . 

Fig. 5 depicts interaction sequence among these major BoD-

aS components. The behavior assessment component adopts and

onitors social willingness level for intermediate users. Based on

he A i score from the assessment, the next component evaluates

he users in the process. The user classification component uses

he score to compare it with the threshold ( Thr ) and identifies

sers with selfish behavior. Finally, the user selection & reaction
Fig. 4. BoDMaS architecture. 
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omponent selects cooperative users in order to perform data up-

ate and query operations, and takes action against selfishness by

otifying other users. The remaining part of this section describes

he details of each BoDMaS component. 

.2. Behavior assessment 

To select an appropriate user for the operation, BoDMaS consid-

rs both users’ willingness and A i counts. In our context, a social

illingness means an interpersonal social tie between users that

alls into the strong or weak range. A selfish user may demon-

trate different behavior (cooperative) for users with strong so-

ial relationship. That is, the user is willing to provide better ser-

ice to those with stronger ties than those with weaker ties, es-

ecially when there are resource constraints [8] . The work of Li

t al. [42] presented three ways of assigning social willingness

evel: Uniform Distribution of Social Ties (UST), Clustered Distribu-

ion of Social Ties 1 (CST1) and Clustered Distribution of Social Ties

 (CST2). Among these, we use UST that uniformly assigns random

alues between [0, 1] as willingness level ( ρ id ) for the friendship

etween users. 

The social willingness level between each pair of users i and d

s characterized by a rational number ρ id ∈ [0, 1], where ρ id = 1

s strongest and ρ id = 0 means no willingness at all. Based on this

alue, the source user chooses the direct neighbor that has strong

ocial tie as an input to the next step. High willingness level does
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not indicate that the user is not selfish, because there are cases

in which the selected neighbor can hold or ignore the received

data without doing the job (here is one of the importance of A i 

counter). To count replica forward operations A i ( f ) , each user i has

A i counter linked with each neighbor having a social relationship

in the community. The counting is conducted based on the com-

munication between users, and occurs when a user receives replica

query or update requests. Requesters attach their ID to the packet

such that the behavior assessment component can use it to incre-

ment A i ( f ) counter for every user in the line (from source to desti-

nation). 

4.3. User classification 

This component implements users’ scores, assigned by the be-

havior assessment component (and possibly the sequence of oper-

ations that led to each score), to identify selfish users in the net-

work. A common approach is to compare the user’s score to the

Thr expected from a cooperative user. In order to get the correct

Thr , the expected rate of forwards Er f according to the behavior

of replication has to be estimated. This rate is calculated within a

given period of time and used to set A i ( f ) threshold. A user that

has A i count lower than this limit is classified as selfish. Using

poisson distribution [31] , the minimum query and update forwards

( Er f ( min ) ) expected for each user is formulated as follows: 

E r f ∑ 

i =0 

λE r f ( min ) × e −λ

E r f ( min ) ! 
≥ λ (1)

where λ represents the probability of users to forward less than

Er f ( min ) . Selfish users do not follow this formula. 

4.4. User selection & reaction 

Finally, this component selects the cooperative users based on

the score to perform the data operations. It also informs other

users to avoid approaching selfish users. For example, in the case

of update operations on replica, suppose that Er f ( min ) threshold is 3

forwards per second, a user whose score is greater than or equal to

3 is considered cooperative. Users with lower scores are classified

as selfish. Algorithm 1 presents detailed BoDMaS operations. 
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for BoDMaS. 

ρ id ← Social willingness level ( ρ id ∈ [0, 1]); 

A i ← Autoinducers count; 

A i ( f ) ← Autoinducers count for replica forward; 

Thr ← Score expected from a cooperative user; 

Er f ( min ) ← Minimum query and update forwards at time t ; 

Behavior assessment: 

for all direct neighboring users do 

compares ρ id ; where 1 is strongest and 0 is none; 

increment A i ( f ) counter for every user in the line (from source to destination); 

end for 

User classification: 

for all users’ scores collected do 

compare a user’s score to a Thr ; 

if User A i count < Thr limit then 

classify the user as selfish; 

Er f ( min ) value is identified; 

end if 

end for 

User selection & reaction: 

take action against users according to their behavior; 

if User score ≥ Er f ( min ) then 

user is considered cooperative; 

perform data operations using cooperative users and notify other users about 

selfish users; 

end if 
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To correctly verify the entire model, it is essential to calculate

ome values such as True Detection Rate ( TDR ) and False Detec-

ion Rate ( FDR ). Thus, we employ a set M ( b , r ), containing all inter-

ctions of selfish users and a set C ( b , r ) representing interactions

f cooperative users in both query and update operations where

 represents the user class (either selfish or cooperative) after the

etection result by BoDMaS and r is the real class of that user. TDR

epresents the amount of detected selfish users and it is calculated

sing Eq. (2) . 

 DR = 

∑ 

K i 

| M| ∀ i ∈ M (2)

here K i =1 if b i = r i and K i =0 if b i � = r i . 

FDR is of two types: False Negative ( FN ) and False Positive ( FP ).

N detects the selfish users mistakenly classified as cooperative

sers. This is calculated using Eq. (3) with all the same TDR as-

umptions. 

 N = 

∑ 

K i 

| M| ∀ i ∈ M (3)

here K i =1 if b i � = r i and K i =0 if b i = r i . FP measures the amount

f cooperative nodes classified as selfish as shown in Eq. (4) , where

 denotes all the cooperative interactions. It is modeled as C ( b , r )

here r = 1 represents a selfish user and r = 0 represents a cooper-

tive node. 

 P = 

∑ 

K i 

| C| ∀ i ∈ C (4)

here K i =1 if b i = r i and K i = 0 if b i � = r i . The next section presents

erformance and efficiency evaluation results. 

. Evaluation 

In this section, we present performance and efficiency eval-

ation of BoDMaS based on accessibility degree, detection rates,

nd network load balance. Results obtained by the evaluation of

omPAS integrating BoDMaS (represented by ComPAS 	 BoDMaS) is

ompared to ComPAS without BoDMaS within the same scenarios.

he scheme is analysed considering the presence of selfish users in

omPAS operations. The network is composed of 32 users within

 communities, and users move according to RPGM into an area

f 400 m 

2 . The maximum speed range is 2–20 m/s with a varying

ause time of 10–100 s. The expected updating and querying rates

re λ = 80 and λ = 24, respectively. The forwarding threshold

r f ( min ) is 0.2 forwards per second. This scenario intends to rep-

esent an academic conference environment of mobile users that

onsists of different participants such as authors, organizers, speak-

rs moving towards some common locations in the conference hall.

he information shared concern about the participants’ interests,

ike topics of presentations or keynotes at multiple session rooms.

able 1 summarizes the detailed evaluation parameters we use for

imulation to demonstrate the effectiveness of our scheme. 

.1. Accessibility degree 

Accessibility degree is the ratio of the number of successful ac-

ess (query) requests to the number of all access requests issued

hich is an important metric for replication and reliability pro-

ocols. A replication method aims to increase the accessibility of

ata items in the network. Different from conventional static net-

orks, it is nearly impossible to achieve 100% accessibility degree

n ASNETs due to mobility of nodes and changing network topol-

gy. To demonstrate effectiveness of integrated ComPAS and BoD-

aS (ComPAS 	 BoDMaS), we run simulation in two modes for ac-

essibility degree; firstly simulation in the presence of selfish users

nd secondly, simulation in the absence of selfish users. The results

f our performance evaluation are depicted in Fig. 6. 
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Table 1. 

Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Number of users 32 

Number of communities 4 

Defined area 20 ×20 m 

Users/community ≈ 8 

Number of simulations 10 trials 

Simulation time 10 min 

User movement Reference point group mobility model 

Maximum speed 2–20 m/s (variable) 

Pause time 10–100 s (variable) 

Expected updating rate λ = 80 

Expected querying rate λ = 24 

Forward threshold Er f ( min ) = 0.2 forwards per second 

Number of selfish users N selfish = 2, 4, 8 and 16 users 

Confidence interval 95% 
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Results of accessibility degree in the absence of selfish users

or both ComPAS and ComPAS 	 BoDMaS are illustrated in Fig. 6 (a)

hen maximum speed increases from 2 to 10 m/s. In low speed

rom 2 to 15 m/s, ComPAS 	 BoDMaS does not show positive acces-

ibility improvement. However, as the maximum speed grows to

0 m/s, the difference is higher (from 85% to 95% for ComPAS and

omPAS 	 BoDMaS, respectively). Evaluation results advocate that

he proposed scheme shows a better performance than ComPAS in

igh speed mobilities, because, distant BoDMaS users (from other

sers) and those with smaller social willingness (connectivity) are

ot chosen to participate in the replica query and update opera-
ig. 6. Accessibility degree for ComPAS 	 BoDMaS and ComPAS; (a) without selfish users 

pdate operations, (c) with selfish users participation ( N Selfish =4 and N Selfish =8) in query 
ions. This also shows that the proposed scheme enforces a mini-

al trade-off between accessibility and security. 

As displayed in Fig. 6 (b), the use of BoDMaS shows an aver-

ge improvement of 4.31% and 8.94% compared to the accessibil-

ty degree obtained by ComPAS without using BoDMaS in update

perations for selfish users’ participation with 4 and 8, respec-

ively. The numbers of participating selfish users and the maxi-

um speed have visible influence in ComPAS 	 BoDMaS for both

perations ( Fig. 6 (b) and (c)), when compared to ComPAS. How-

ver, as depicted in Fig. 6 (c), with low variation, the evaluation

resents lower results than ComPAS for query operations. This

s because effect of selfishness for accessibility degree is less on

uery operations as compared to update operations. In the remain-

ng part of this section, we focus on demonstrating the effective-

ess of the proposed scheme in terms of true and false detection

ates for query and update operations as well as network load bal-

nce. 

.2. Detection rate 

Detection rates obtained by BoDMaS for selfish user in query

nd update operations are illustrated in Fig. 7 (a)–(c) and Fig. 8 (a)–

c), respectively. TDR for query and update operations are pre-

ented in Figs. 7 (a) and 8 (a), while FDR (FN and FP) for query and

pdate operations are presented in Fig. 7 (b)–(c) and Fig. 8 (b)–(c),

espectively. 

(1) Query operation: As depicted in Fig. 7 (a), number of selfish

sers have visible impacts on detection rate results. For instance,

ith 2 selfish users ( N Selfish =2) at a maximum speed of 2 m/s,
participation, and (b) with selfish users participation ( N Selfish = 4 and N Selfish =8) in 

operations. 
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Fig. 7. BoDMaS detection rate of selfishness in query operations; (a) true detection rate (TDR), (b) false negative (FN), and (c) false positive (FP). 
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5 m/s, 10 m/s, 15 m/s and 20 m/s, the true detection rate for query

operation is around 95.5%, 95.6%, 96%, 95.8% and 95.35%, respec-

tively. With 16 selfish users’ participation ( N selfish =16) at a max-

imum speed of 2 m/s, 5 m/s, 10 m/s, 15 m/s and 20 m/s, the true

detection rate for query operation is around 92.25%, 92.5%, 92.1%,

91.625% and 91%, respectively. However, the TDR of selfish users in

query operation for all the cases is higher than 90.95%, because the

proposed algorithm continuously assesses the selfish behavior of

users and changes its status from selfish to cooperative when user

resumes collaboration in forwarding query operations. Fig. 7 (b) dis-

plays 1.2% lower FN detection rate which shows very small error

rate in mistakenly classifying selfish users as cooperative. This is

due to the BoDMaS feature that counts A i , individually. Further-

more, we evaluate FP detection rate as shown in Fig. 7 (c) which

is also a relatively small rate in mistakenly detecting cooperative

users as selfish. 

(2) Update operation: In order to evaluate the efficiency of BoD-

MaS during update operation, we simulated operation in varied

scenarios with different numbers of selfish users ( N Selfish =2, 4, 8

and 16) and analyzed detection rates (i.e., TDR and FDR). Results of

our simulation are presented in two ways as shown in Fig. 8 (a)–(c).

The detection rates with 2 m/s, 5 m/s, 10 m/s, 15 m/s and 20 m/s on

update operations are very similar to query operation. We depict

them as small charts inside each chart in Fig. 8 . Therefore, we sus-

pected how the result shows similarity for these two different op-

erations while there are some users which might be malicious to

be considered as selfish due to the timeout manipulation on the
data. o  
Timeout manipulation is considered in our scheme and it is ex-

erienced in update operations only. In order to verify this, we

un the scheme with participation of 2, 4, 8 and 16 selfish users

or continuous maximum speeds in a range of 2–20 m/s. For all

he detection rates, this behavior (existence of timeout manipula-

ion on update operation) proved to be true, as seen in Fig. 8 (a)–

c). While TDR is higher than 90% for almost all cases, there is

 point where this rate goes down below 90% with a speed of

round 18 m/s as shown in Fig. 8 (a). This is because some users are

ot considered as selfish, but have the behavior of malicious users

appen partly as a timeout manipulation. The same is repeated

or false negative and false positive detection rates as depicted in

ig. 8 (b) and (c), respectively. This is an evidence to consider and

mprove the consistency of our scheme in terms of detection rates

or update operations. Moreover, BoDMaS obtained good detection

ates for update operations with the specified maximum mobility

f users in the scenario. 

.3. Network load balance 

Network load balance is the ability of our algorithm to balance

raffic across users (including the operations) of network scenario

ithout applying load balancing and fairness mechanisms. The

valuations of network load balance are presented in four ways as

hown in Fig. 9 (a)–(d). The effect of number of selfish users on the

etwork load balance is depicted in Fig. 9 (a). The network load bal-

nce decreases from 95% to 10% with the increase in the numbers

f selfish users participation (from N Selfish =2 to N Selfish =16) due to
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Fig. 8. BoDMaS detection rate of selfishness in update operations; (a) true detection rate (TDR), (b) false negative (FN), and (c) false positive (FP). 
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r  
esource wastage of selfish users. At speed of 2 m/s, network load

alance with 2, 4, 8 and 16 number of selfish users participation is

5.085, 48, 25.0125 and 10.025, respectively. On the other hand, for

he maximum speed (20 m/s), it is 95.05, 46.5, 23.5 and 9.35 (mes-

ages × hope)/second. However, network load balance does not

hange when speed changes from 2 m/s to 20 m/s, which means

hat network load balance in BoDMaS is not much influenced by

ifferences in low and high user mobility. The main reason for this

nomaly is that the participation of selfish users has a dominating

ffect in most cases than the speed of these users. 

As described at the very beginning of this section, we set

hreshold values for forwarding, query, and update rates. Using

ig. 9 (b)–(d), we demonstrate the probability of how our choices

f the values are comparably successful based on the network load

alance even if we only compare with very few values. For in-

tance, as displayed in Fig. 9 (b), the network load balance with

.2 forwarding rate is 61.0085, 66.85, 70.33, 77.895 and 89.933 at

peed of 2 m/s, 5 m/s, 10 m/s, 15 m/s and 20 m/s, respectively. It’s

bserved from Fig. 9 (c) that network load balance is more effi-

ient at 24 query rate for all mobility cases. Fig. 9 (d) also shows

he same case where network load balance is achieved effectively

or update rate of 80 in all mobility cases. Based on these obser-

ations, the ability of our algorithm to balance traffic across users

s successful using the threshold values; forward threshold of 0.2,

uery rate of 24 and update rate of 80 as shown in Fig. 9 (b)–(d),

espectively. Moreover, unlike Fig. 9 (a), the network load balance

hows an increasing behavior when the mobility of users (speed)

s higher. 
c  
Overall, according to the simulation results shown in Figs. 6 –9 ,

e have demonstrated the effectiveness of our algorithm in terms

f accessibility degree, detection rates (true detection rate and false

etection rate) and network load balance. 

. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have demonstrated the feasibility and sig-

ificance of integrating social willingness with quorum sensing

a well-known bio-inspired mechanisms) to detect and counteract

elfishness in ASNETs. We introduced BoDMaS, an algorithm that

ssesses user’s social tie with quorum sensing to classify users as

ither selfish or cooperative. BoDMaS exploits user classification

esults to inhibit selfish users from performing operation in net-

ork and also alert cooperative users to stop forwarding requests

o selfish users. For effective evaluation of BoDMaS, we integrate

t with ComPAS (a socially-aware replication system that ensures

igh data availability in ASNETs) and run series of simulations in

n academic conference and analyzed three metrics, namely ac-

essibility degree, detection rates, and network load balance. The

valuation results yield high TDR, low FN and FP with fast detec-

ion speed leading to enhanced data replication in ASNETs which

re evidences of BoDMaS effectiveness. Moreover, BoDMaS is effi-

ient in terms of the ability to balance traffic in varied network

cenarios. 

In our future work, we aim to enhance consistency of the algo-

ithm for different parameters such as maximum speed and per-

entage of selfish users. We will also consider malicious users that
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Fig. 9. BoDMaS network load balance efficiency in terms of; (a) number of selfish users ( N Selfish ), (b) forwarding rate, (c) query rate, and (d) update rate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

inject malicious data to the process and evaluate the effectiveness

of our system under expanded network environments. We further

plan to consider the load of users in the model so that they will

have fair distribution of operation requests. 
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